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The data contained in this report principally comes from
the member associations, and has been collected during
the first four years of experience. The information has
been pulled together and compiled, with cross-checks
made to several sources. It must be recognised that the
absence in the first version of the Club Licensing Manual
of benchmarking as a specific objective has limited the
amount of information at the disposal of UEFA, as well as
comparability of information. The information reported is,
in some cases, the result of a voluntary process initiated
by some member associations, and we hope that further
to the introduction of benchmarking as an objective of the
club licensing system, together with more standardized
reporting, the quality of information will improve and
provide a more detailed picture of European club football.
This report is structured with five chapters. The first
presents the club licensing system in general: its content,
the main characteristics and the way the system has been
implemented across the UEFA member associations.
The second chapter describes the role of the member
associations or, in the case of delegation, their affiliated
league (as the licensor), its licensing administration and
decision-making bodies. It further clarifies who is the
license applicant, providing information in relation to the
club’s legal forms and structures. The third chapter
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illustrates the role of UEFA, which at the same time
provides assistance, but also ensures the consistent
application of the system in all licensors. The fourth
chapter presents a picture of the licensing decisions taken
in the first four seasons. Finally, the report provides an
outlook for the future, describing the various activities
currently under way and the plans for the coming years.
We hope you find this report informative and useful.

Gianni Infantino
Deputy General Secretary
Director Legal Affairs and Club Licensing
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All of this has been possible thanks to the great
commitment shown by all those involved in the project,
and the invaluable contributions received from the
stakeholders3 during the last years. Notwithstanding the
fruitful results achieved in such a short period of time,
there is no doubt that much still has to be accomplished,
in particular when it comes to sharing information about
what can be achieved via the licensing system, and what
does not enter into its scope of application.
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The UEFA club licensing system has the following
objectives:
• Further promotion and continuous improvement
of the standard of all aspects of football in
Europe, and continuing priority given to the
training and care of young players in each club;
• Ensuring that a club has an adequate level of
management and organisation;
• Adaptation of clubs’ sporting infrastructure
to provide spectators and media with
well-appointed, well-equipped and safe stadiums;
• Improvement of the economic and financial
capability of the clubs, increasing their
transparency and credibility, and placing
the necessary importance on the protection
of creditors;
• Safeguarding the continuity of international
competitions for one season;
• Monitoring financial fair play in the competitions;
• Allowing the development of benchmarking
for clubs4.
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3

For the purpose of this report, stakeholders are defined as member
associations, leagues and clubs

4

Objective first introduced in the UEFA Club Licensing Manual V2.0.

Contrary to general belief, it is important to underline that
the club licensing system cannot solve all the problems
related to club football. Nevertheless it is a dynamic tool
that will help, by achieving the set objectives, to give
credibility to the football industry as a whole.
Consequently, this report should also serve to clarify what
these objectives are, and eliminate some of the major
misconceptions about the UEFA club licensing system.

“UEFA club licensing
demonstrates that
football can govern itself.”
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The set of regulations
The club licensing system is governed by two UEFA regulations: The UEFA Club Licensing Manual and the UEFA Club
Licensing Quality Standard. It furthermore finds Statutory recognition in the UEFA Statutes5.
The UEFA Club Licensing Manual (hereinafter Manual)
incorporates the UEFA minimum criteria that clubs have to
comply with in order to be granted a licence for entering
UEFA club competitions.
The initial steps were taken in September 1999 when, at
the initiative of the UEFA Professional Football
Committee, the UEFA administration was asked to
prepare parallel studies on the following topics:
introduction of a European club licensing system and the
introduction of salary caps in football. The studies
concluded that a club licensing system would be feasible
if carefully structured, and proposed the introduction of
such a system. It was also concluded that any attempts at
implementing mandatory salary control would not be
appropriate without greater comparability of clubs’
financial data and without the necessary legal framework.
Clear priority was therefore given to the licensing system
and, upon approval by the UEFA Executive Committee, in
cooperation with eight member associations (also known
as the pilot associations6), the first edition of the Manual
was drafted. Version 1.0 of the Manual came into force on
its approval by the UEFA Executive Committee in
March 2003, and applied for the first time for the 2004/05
season (i.e. clubs needed a licence for entering UEFA
competitions for the 2004/05 season).

6

“Pilot association” refers to those associations that were foreseen
to run the club licensing scheme during a pilot period before
extending it to all other member associations. Included experts
from ENG, ESP, LUX, NED, NOR, SCO, SVN and SWE
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The second version of the Manual was developed with the
assistance and the input of the member associations,
various committees and two working groups: a financial
working group7 and a legal working group8 composed of
experts of various member associations and leagues.
Version 2.0 of the Manual was approved by the UEFA
Executive Committee in October 2005, to be applied for
the first time for the 2008/09 season.
The Manual is the basic working document for national
associations to be transformed into a national document.
In other words, the member associations establish a
“National Club Licensing Regulation” including all
minimum criteria defined in the Manual, which is then
approved by UEFA.
The national association or its affiliated league (i.e. the
“licensor”) is therefore responsible for managing the
licensing system at national level in accordance with its
“National Club Licensing Regulation”.

7

Included experts from AUT, CYP. ENG, FRA, GER and NED

8

Included experts from ENG, ITA, SCO, SWE and SUI
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Consequently, it is not just about clubs having to fulfill
minimum criteria - but it is also a matter of the licensors
having to comply with minimum requirements for
assessing the club’s applications.
Version 1.0 of the Standard came into force for the first
time in 2004, and licensors had to follow the requirements
of the Standard to assess the clubs and grant the licenses
for the 2004/05 UEFA season.
Following the approval of the new version of the Manual,
the Standard was also improved. The Standard 2.0
version will apply for the first time for the assessment valid
for the 2007/08 season.

Standard V2.0

“It is not just about clubs having to fulfill minimum
criteria - but it is also a matter of the licensors
having to comply with minimum requirements for
assessing the club’s applications.”

d SCO
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UEFA developed the UEFA Club Licensing Manual V2.0
and the Club Licensing Quality Standard V2.0.UEFA
eceives the list of licensing decisions from the licensor
by the set annual deadline.

The UEFA Club Licensing Manual V 2.0 is a working
document which describes the UEFA club licensing
system. The licensor must transfer the mandatory
criteria and provisions into national club licensing
egulations, which must be accredited by UEFA.

The Manual and the Standard are linked together to form
a unique system - the club licensing system.

The Club Licensing Quality Standard V2.0 specifies the
equirements which the licensors must comply with to
ensure that the clubs are assessed consistently with the
ame assessment principles and methods.

The clubs are assessed on the basis of the national club
licensing regulations that contain the minimum criteria
described in the Manual.

The mandatory criteria and provisions described in the
UEFA Club Licensing Manual V2.0 have to be integrated
by the licensors into national club licensing regulations .
The Licensors are free to set higher standards and to
nclude additional criteria in their regulations.

The licensors are assessed on the basis of the Standard
that also refers to the minimum criteria defined in
the Manual.

Among other things, the national club licensing regulations
efer to the composition, qualification and procedural rules
or the decision-making bodies, which are subject to the
annual audit of the independent certification body.

This complex relationship ensures that all licensors
assess their clubs according to the same methods and
principles, and that all clubs across all UEFA member
associations undergo consistent licensing systems and
must fulfil the same minimum criteria.

The football clubs must fulfil the mandatory requirements
defined in the national club licensing regulations to obtain
a licence to enter the UEFA club competitions.

“All licensors assess their clubs according to the same methods and
principles. All clubs across all UEFA member associations undergo
consistent licensing systems and must fulfil the same minimum criteria.”
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The characteristics of the system
In this respect, rather than referring to a level playing field,
it is more correct to speak about 53 different national
licensing regulations, which are all based on common
minimum standards defined by UEFA, but which are
adapted according to the licensors’ own needs and
objectives. Each member association has to make the
decision as to which clubs the system applies. As a
minimum, the club licensing system must be implemented
for the top-division clubs which qualify for the UEFA club
competitions on sporting merit or through the UEFA fair
play ranking for the upcoming season. It is best practice,
however, to implement the club licensing system for all
top-division clubs of the member association as a
condition for participation in the UEFA club competitions,
as well as for participation in the national competitions
(top division and lower divisions). The quality standards
are therefore improved on a broader basis for the national
championships, as well as for UEFA club competitions,
and the clubs of the same division are treated equally.
The positive impact of higher quality standards from club
licensing has therefore spread beyond just the top clubs
competing in the European competitions. For the 2007/08
season, over 90% of all top-division clubs in Europe
applied for a license - i.e. a staggering 655 clubs.
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UEFA recommends that such decisions are carefully
evaluated. In particular, it is very important that the
licensors carefully consider the criteria to be implemented
for entering the national competitions, the impact of such
decisions on the national competition regulations and the
consequences of a licence refusal at national level.

3
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Depending on the option chosen by each member
association, the system has then been made compulsory
or is applied in practice by:
a) the clubs qualified on a sporting basis for UEFA
competitions only;
b) all the clubs belonging to the top-division;
c) all the clubs of the top-division, as well as by
other clubs competing in the lower divisions.
It must be noted that, in such cases, the criteria
to be followed by clubs competing in lower
divisions are less stringent than those to be
followed by top-division clubs.

Did you know?
While the club licensing system foresees minimum
criteria to be fulfilled by all clubs, it does not foresee the
application of consistent sanctions [for the non-respect
of the licensing criteria by the clubs] across all member
associations.
Except for the non-respect of mandatory “A”- criteria,
which all lead to the refusal of a licence, the non-respect
of mandatory “B” criteria may lead to different
consequences depending on the decision of the licensor.
Typical sanctions in such cases are warnings, fines or the
duty to submit guarantees.
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Profile of licensing system - per licensor - 2008/09 season

43%

25%

32%

17 licensors: one single license for entering UEFA and national competitions
13 licensors: one single license for entering UEFA competitions only
23 licensors: two different licenses for entering UEFA and national competitions

It is interesting to note that in the 2008/09 season, 75% of the
member associations will also have a licensing system (or similar
admission procedure) for entering the national competitions.
Provided that the licensing system is dynamic, it is likely that this
picture will change in the future.
The criteria to be fulfilled by the clubs may be identical to the
ones to be fulfilled for entering the UEFA competitions (in such
cases, we speak about one single licence), or may differ from
those required to enter the UEFA competitions (we speak in this
case of two different licences), in that the criteria are less/more
strict, in that the criteria are the same, but the types of sanction
differ, or because they focus primarily on one category of criteria
(e.g. financial criteria).
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The criteria defined in the Manual have been designed to
lay down minimum standards to be fulfilled by those clubs
wishing to take part in European club competitions. They
are designed to be flexible and to support and encourage
member associations to introduce a licensing system not
just for entering UEFA competitions, but national
competitions as well. In order to provide a firm and fair
basis for the new system, UEFA has created an approach
based on a grading system ranging from the absolutely
must A — to the best practice — C - criteria.

In order for the clubs to obtain a licence, they need to
comply with all minimum mandatory criteria specified in
the national club licensing regulations as accredited by
UEFA in accordance with the applicable Manual. The key
criteria cover the following topics: Sporting, Infrastructure,
Personnel & Administrative, Legal and Financial.
Over the page, we have set out the criteria in detail,
followed by an analysis of the main changes.

Did you know?
In the UEFA Club Licensing Manual V1.0, the criteria were graded into four categories:
•
•
•
•

A must be fulfilled as defined;
B must be fulfilled with possible alternatives/options;
C must be fulfilled with possible other sanctions, apart from exclusion from UEFA club competitions;
D are 'best practice' recommendations.

In the UEFA Club Licensing Manual V2.0 the gradings were reduced to three. Grades A and B were merged together
and became A. In addition, C became B and D became C:
• A must be fulfilled as defined;
• B must be fulfilled with possible other sanctions, apart from exclusion from UEFA club competitions;
• C are ‘best practice’ recommendations.
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Table II: UEFA Club Licensing Manual V1.0 - The Criteria (as from 2004/05 season)
B Criteria

C Criteria

D Criteria
Education of youth players
Refereeing matters – Programme for
Mutual Understanding

pment

uad
Stadium – availability
Field of play – specification
Size of field of play
Training facilities – availability for club

Stadium – ground rules
Stadium – covered seats
Stadium – accommodation of
supporters
Stadium – sanitary facilities
Stadium – signposting and directions
on tickets
Stadium – media and press facilities
Training facilities – approved
infrastructure
Stadium – Drug testing room
Stadium – Spectators with disabilities

Field of play (3)
Stadium (25)
Stadium area (3)
Stadium media facilities (9)

al Manager
ecretariat
youth

Administration – Finance officer
Football staff – Head coach
Specialists – Security officer
Football staff – Medical Staff

Football Staff – Youth coaches
Specialists – Media officer
Stewarding

Football staff – Head coach
Specialists – Media officer
Specialists – Security officer
Stewards
IT sector

mations from

Participation in competitions
Register extract

acuation plan
m

ats

rea
ms

tions of

ments
or the interim

rom transfer

owards clubs’
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2.0 - The Criteria (as from 2008/09 onwards)

development

B Criteria

C Criteria

Refereeing matters and Laws of the
Game

Racial equality practice

players

m for UEFA club

Training facilities - approved
infrastructure

- availability

r

Assistant coach of first squad
Rights and duties
Duty to notify significant changes
Duty of replacement during the
licensing season

rst squad
development

rity organisation -

spect of the
EFA club competitions
s and confirmations
applicant

Statements-audited
ents for the interim
d
rdue towards football
m transfer activities
rdue towards
ocial/tax authorities
ation letter prior to the
n
nformation

Duty to notify subsequent events
Duty to update future financial
information
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“The implementation of the
financial criteria defined in the
new UEFA Club Licensing
Manual required some
amendments to the regulations
of the DNCG. The strengthening
of such criteria should allow a
better financial control and a
standardized approach in the
assessment of European clubs.”
Source: Report DNCG, Commission de Contrôle des Clubs Professionnels
Comptes des clubs professionnels Saison 2005/2006 [free translation]

S

I

P&A

Manual V1.0

L

F

Manual V2.0

With the exception of the infrastructure criteria that have
now been integrated into the new UEFA stadium
regulations, the number of mandatory criteria to be
fulfilled by the clubs has increased (30 vs. 20). Note that
the chart does not take into consideration the financial.
criteria as per Phases II and III of the Manual V1.0 that
never came into force as a result of the development of
Manual V2.0. Mandatory criteria include those graded
as A, B and C under Manual V1.0, and those graded as
A and B under Manual V2.0.
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Did you know?
Clubs are requested to prepare a youth development programme including, as a minimum, information on:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Objectives and youth development philosophy;
Organisation of youth sector;
Personnel (technical, medical and administrative, etc.) and required minimum qualifications;
Infrastructure available for youth sector;
Financial resources;
Football education programme for the different age groups;
Education programme on the Laws of the Game;
Medical support for youth players;
Review and feedback process to evaluate the results and the achievements of the set objectives;
Validity of the programme.
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Michel Sablon, Technical Director, Belgian Football Association

Finally, the club licensing system influenced other UEFA
regulations to the extent that not just club coaches,
but also national team coaches will need a specific
diploma starting from 2009 (U-21 level: from autumn
2009; A-National level: from autumn 2010).

Did you know?

Coaching Convention
35

140000
+12%

120000

25

100000

20

80000

15

60000

10

40000
+8%

5

20000
+16%
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“The impact on coach education and on coaching licences in
Belgium has been very positive. Since the introduction of the
mandatory licences, we noticed a significant increase in the
number of inscriptions at all levels.”

Up to the 2009/10 season, head coaches may
satisfy the licensing criteria if they have been
issued with a recognition of competence issued
by their member association. Such a recognition
of competence is issued on condition that
he/she has a minimum of five years’ experience
as a head coach in any top or second division
club of a member association. From 2009/10,
new recognitions of competence will no longer
be applicable. Those issued before 2009 will
remain valid.

In 2004 when the licensing system was launched,
the number of member associations adhering to the
Convention was 37, giving a total of 143,757 diplomas.
By June 2007, all member associations (with the
exception of new member, the Football Association
of Montenegro) had adhered to the Convention.
The number of diplomas issued has reached 163’001;
i.e. an increase compared to 2004 of around 12%.
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such regulations will be deemed to be in compliance with
the licensing system. In doing so, the whole approach
around infrastructure requirements has been harmonised
with the other UEFA regulations. Criteria are integrated
into one single document, avoiding misinterpretations
between the former licensing criteria (focusing primarily
on structural issues) and the requirements contained in
the competition regulations, (focusing primarily on
operational issues).

Licensed stadiums - 2007/08 season
74%

26%

Approved Stadia
500
450
+36%

400

NAs where number of licensed stadiums
< number of UEFA qualified clubs

350
300

In the 2007/08 season, 26% (14) of all member associations
will have at their disposal a number of licensed stadiums that
is lower than the number of teams qualified to play in European
matches. As a consequence, some teams have to use
alternative stadiums and share grounds.

250
200
150

For the same season, 14 licensors reported a maximum
of three licensed stadiums on their territory (18 in 2004/05),
while 21 licensors reported at least ten licensed stadiums
(13 in 2004/05).

100
50
0
2004/06
2007/08
The number of approved stadiums has improved over
the last three years by 36% whereas the increase in the
number of licence applicants amounted to only 12%.
The trend is positive thanks to the assistance of UEFA
via the HatTrick solidarity scheme, as well as the huge
investments carried out by clubs or public authorities to
keep in line with the licensing criteria.
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Finally, financial criteria were revised in cooperation with
the member associations and, in particular, with the
invaluable support of a financial working group composed
of financial experts from six licensors. While the
requirement for clubs to report under International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) would have
increased comparability of financial statements, the
requirements of Manual 2.0 stop short of this. After all, it
has only recently been introduced as a requirement for
stock exchange-listed companies, including some of the
largest companies in Europe, and it is clearly unrealistic to
expect all clubs to meet these reporting requirements.
Notwithstanding the fact that clubs continue to report
under national reporting frameworks, certain specific
minimum information such as the breakdown of income
into main revenue streams and the presentation of
cashflows have been incorporated into all national
regulations, and will now be required from all clubs. This
will increase financial transparency. Furthermore, the
financial accounts will now need to be audited according
to International Auditing Standards (or national standards
if these are equivalent to International Auditing
Standards), with the aim of ensuring the same
assessment quality in all member associations. In this
new edition, the focus is no longer limited to historical
data (e.g. audited financial statements), but also to future
financial information. All clubs are now required to prepare
budgeted information,which means that the capacity of
the club to continue to operate as a going concern in the
foreseeable future has become a key element of the new
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system. Clubs may show deficits and have debts;
however, in order to obtain a licence, they must be able to
demonstrate that they can continue their activity as a
going concern and that they do not have overdue
payables towards other clubs, their employees and
social/tax authorities. These financial criteria remain key,
and have been reinforced. For example, clubs will now
have to settle all their overdue debts towards other clubs
and their employees by 31 March at the very latest. In
doing so, a common deadline across all licensors has
been fixed, providing a clearer framework aiming to
increasing the level of transparency. Following the
introduction of Manual V1.0, a huge quantity of financial
and other information was submitted by clubs to the
licensors. The objective to promote benchmarking
contained in Manual V2.0 will encourage licensors into
mobilising this information and enabling feedback to be
given to clubs, together with structured analysis. For the
time being, and thanks to the work of licensing managers,
UEFA is in the position to collect aggregate financial data
from numerous licensors. This exercise will allow the
preparation of the first pan-European picture of European
club football. In the coming years, the requirements
included in the new financial criteria will allow wider
comparison and improve transparency of the football
industry.
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“The introduction of the financial criteria has undoubtedly
contributed to the significant reduction in the number of disputes
in relation to overdue payables towards employees.”
Francesca Sanzone, Licensing Manager, Italian Football Federation

Did you know?
In order to allow proper implementation and allow clubs to prepare for the set standards, the new rules have to be
approved some years before they enter into force. In particular, this is the case for new financial criteria. Since these may
be based on, or specifically refer to annual financial statements of the year preceding the season to be licensed, they must
be known in advance by the clubs in order to be considered and incorporated in their financial accounting. This is the
reason why the new licensing regulations were approved in late 2005, but will only apply for the first time for participation
in the 2008/09 season.
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The focus is on the management of the processes that
make up the national club licensing system, the
interactions between these processes, and the input and
output that bind these processes together. Thus, the
requirements are not only limited to the assessment
process of the applicant clubs (i.e. the licensors’ core
business) but also contain more general requirements
which are linked to quality management principles and
process orientation. They are divided into five sections:
Management, Resources, Documentation, Review &
Improvement and Core Process.

To ensure that the club licensing system is applied
consistently throughout Europe, all licensors are audited
against the Standard by an independent certification body
(SGS, Société Générale de Surveillance) – one of the
worldwide leaders in this sector. Based on the outcome of
its annual audit, the certification body issues certificates.
The 40 requirements are divided into minor and major.
Under Standard V2.0, non-fulfilment of major
requirements has as a consequence the immediate refusal
or withdrawal of the certificate. Corrective action can only
be taken in the next licensing cycle. Non-fulfilment of
minor requirements must be corrected within a certain
time framework determined by the certification body.
Such an approach is stricter compared to Standard V1.0,
where licensors were able to address, within a set
timeline, non-compliances in order to receive the annual
certification.

"The impact that the licensing system has had in Iceland is
a positive one. Clubs will have better facilities and stadiums,
and the financial side has become more transparent and secure.”
Omar Smarasson, Icelandic Football Association Source: Sportbusiness International, 01.01.2005
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rd V2.0 — The requirements
Documentation
Master list

Internal review
Complaints
management

Core process
Documented
organisation of core
process, including
defined key steps

Filing and archiving
system

Feedback from
clubs

Licensing process
timetable

Method for identifying Feedback from the
Notification of
and tracing documents chairmen of the
licensing decisions
and records
decision-making bodies to UEFA
Return of originals
Internal control

m
ning

ning

s

od

Documents and
record management
procedure
Quality manual

Risk assessment

Applicability of
accredited national
club licensing
regulations

Did you know?
For participation in the UEFA club competitions in
2007/08, clubs will be assessed by licensors according to
the requirements defined under Standard V2.0. Such
requirements aim at better governance at licensor level to
ensure it always operates in accordance with well-defined
and approved procedures, and to ensure a systematic
approach to continuous improvement is in place. The
licensors that have been granted with a certificate may
then use the SGS mark in all their correspondence, and in
association with the services provided.

Adherence to code
of conduct

1

Corrective action
Written analysis of
outcome of activities
required by IR.01 to
IR.08 and comparison
with set objectives

1
2

2

SGS mark issued from the 2004/05 season
SGS mark issued from the 2007/08 season onwards.

Procedure for
activities required by
IR.01 to IR.09 and
MA.08

In bold major requirements
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the licence applicant
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Who is the licensor?
The national association is the licensor. Under certain
conditions, the national association may delegate the club
licensing system to an affiliated league. However,
it remains responsible via-à-vis UEFA for the correct
implementation of the licensing system. The licensor
governs the licensing system, appoints the corresponding
licensing bodies, fixes the necessary processes and takes
the decision whether to grant a licence or not.

Did you know?
Before the introduction of the UEFA club licensing system,
several member associations already implemented criteria
to be fulfilled by clubs for entering national competitions.
However, these criteria focused primarily on financial
matters. This was the case in particular in Austria, France,
Germany, the Netherlands, Israel, and Switzerland. The
UEFA club licensing system represents in this sense a
huge change whereas different areas (sporting,
infrastructure, personnel and administrative, legal and
financial) are included and linked together under the same
structured approach in one single regulation.

Deutsche Fussball Liga, Osterreichische
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Licensing managers: time dedicated to
licensing matters
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Less than three months

More than three months

Full time >90%

The licensing manager is the key role within the licensing
administration. He coordinates the whole office, provides
support to the decision-making bodies and assists clubs
during the season. In the majority of national associations
(53%), the licensing manager is dedicated full time to licensing
matters, in most other cases (34%), the licensing manager
contributes a significant part of his time (> 3 months) to
licensing matters and combines his work with other duties.
In a limited number of cases (13%), the licensing managers
work has been estimated to be less than three months, but in
such cases most of the workload of the licensing manager is
shared with the experts who are very much involved during the
whole season.

0

2003

2004

2005

2006

Rotation rate licensing managers

The rotation rate of licensing managers shows how many
times licensing managers were replaced on national level
on a yearly basis.
Apart from year 2003, where many project leaders who worked
on the drafting of the regulations and on their implementation
were replaced by new licensing managers in charge of the
running of the system, the rotation rate has been pretty stable.
On average, 15% (1 in 6) of the licensing managers were
replaced on a yearly basis. This can represent a real challenge
to licensors and good corporate management is required in
order to ensure proper know-how transfer between people.
In such cases UEFA must ensure that the new licensing
manager quickly gains a good understanding of the system
for the proper running of the following licensing cycle.
Although this rotation rate appears high, it is worth noting
that 24 licensing managers have remained in place since
the implementation of the system in 2003.
CLUB LICENSING 2004-2008
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The decision-making bodies

other staff and licensing experts that provide the licensing managers
matters. At least one expert must have a financial background and a
the appropriate national body (e.g. national trade association), or must
ters (a “recognition of competence”).

g documentation submitted by the license applicants and report to the
hether the minimum mandatory criteria have been fulfilled or not.
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Licensing experts
57%

23%

20%

480

The licensor establishes, as a minimum, two decisionmaking bodies: a First Instance Body (FIB) and an
Appeals Body (AB). The decision-making bodies must
have at least one qualified lawyer and an auditor holding
a qualification recognised by the appropriate national
professional body among their members. These bodies
decide whether a licence may be granted or not. The
decision of the Appeals Body is final, unless otherwise
specified by the licensors’ regulations.
The size of the decision-making bodies varies
considerably, but the most commonly applied
composition is five members for the First Instance Body,
and seven members for the Appeals Body, with quorums
of three for both bodies most frequently in force. In total,
around 480 people are involved across Europe in
decision-making on club licensing matters.
In certain member associations, the licensing system
comes under the authority of additional instances (e.g.
Court of Arbitration) that will then take a final and binding
decision. For instance, this is the case in AUT, BEL, FRA,
GER, ITA, LUX, SUI and UKR.

Staff working in the licensing administration
External consultants
Staff already working at the licensor
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Decision-making bodies are required to respect minimum
criteria for confidentiality and independency, and to
strictly adhere to the set procedures. Thus, in order to
guarantee clear segregation of powers, members of the
appeals body cannot sit in any other statutory committee
of the licensor.
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Club licensing decisions - Breakdown by licensor

body
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Number of club decisions at 2nd/3rd instance body

90
8%

0

It is interesting to note that the great majority of applications
are decided by the First Instance Body of the licensors (from
87% of all applications in 2004/05 up to 93% in the 2006/07
season). In the last season only 8% of the applications (52 in
absolute terms) were decided by the ultimate instance
(Appeals Body or Court of Arbitration). In total 29 licensors
have used the Appeals Body for licence decision to date.
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Looking at 2007/08 season, only 50% of the licensors (26)
granted licenses to all their applicant clubs, including 38%
(20) which granted all licences at the first-instance level.

30

8% of all licensors (4) refused the licence to more than half
of their clubs. In 2007/08, the member associations
concerned were BIH, BUL, KAZ and NIR.
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0
All applications granted by FIB
All applications granted after AB
1-2 applications refused
Up to half refused
More than half refused
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The core process
The core process defines the assessment process run by the licensor. It includes the assessment of the documentation
sent by the clubs, as well as the procedure for decision-making.
The licensors are free to adapt and complete this core
process within the framework of their national club
licensing regulations, internal organisation and needs, in
order to run it as a system. The core process is a yearly
process and concludes with the submission of the
licensing decisions to UEFA by the deadline set by UEFA.
So far, this deadline was 31 May of each year.
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The national championship and its staging over the winter
season or the summer season may influence and
determine the calendar of the core process. Given that the
a process usually starts in February/March (to conclude in
May), which is in most cases prior to the end of the
national championships (in particular this is true for all
those licensors running a national “winter season”), and
given that clubs may still not know at that time of the year
whether they are or are not qualified on a sporting basis
for UEFA competitions, all those clubs still competing for
a place in Europe and wishing to keep that possibility, are
required to apply for a licence. On the other hand,
licensors with a “summer season” may plan their core
process differently, in that they know already in advance
(usually the year preceding the season to be licensed)
which clubs are qualified for UEFA, and those that are not.
It is common procedure that the core process of the
licensors with a summer championship is split in two
parts: one terminating before December, with the issue of
licences to enter the national championship, and a
second part terminating in May, with the issue of licences
for entering international competitions. The licence is valid
for one year.

5

based on its sporting results, but has not undergone any national licensing process or has undergone a licensing process which is lower/not
vision clubs because it belongs to a division other than the top division, the member association of the club concerned may — on behalf of
application of the club licensing system. In practice, such a club could, for example, be the winner or the runner-up in the main domestic cup
than the top division. Based on such an extraordinary application, UEFA may grant special permission to enter the corresponding UEFA club
pecific criteria, which only applies to that specific applicant, and for the season in question. So far, a special permission has been granted to:
uroux (FRA), FC Terek Grozny (RUS) and FC Zlaté Moravce (SVK)

7

Continous
monitoring
Distribution of
1 licensing documentation
to license applicant

LM receives applicant
2 return with supporting
document

3

port to decision
king bodies
B and AB)

Member associations staging their league during the summer period
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Most of the time, clubs are stand-alone entities, despite a
trend in recent years particularly prevalent in larger
western markets for clubs to delegate parts of their core
business (e.g. merchandising) to controlled entities.
In some circumstances, clubs are part of a bigger groupmanaging non-football activities. In this respect, the
understanding of the group structure becomes key for a
correct analysis of the license applicants’ financial
situation. For licensing purposes, the definition of the
license applicant has therefore been adapted to reflect the
reality, and has been defined, in the new edition of the
Manual V2.0, as the legal entity responsible for the team
participating in national and international competitions
together with its subsidiaries and associated companies.
This can be the registered member of the association, or
can be a separate legal entity which has a contractual
relationship to the registered member.
It is important to stress that the Manual V2.0 introduces
an additional condition to further protect football
creditors. In order to apply for a licence, the Manual
requires that the membership has lasted at least for a
period of three years.
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Legal structures of licence applicants
42%

45%

13%

Incorporated company
Association / not for profit
Sporting company

European top division clubs are most commonly organized
under the form of incorporated company or under the form of
association (not for profit). A survey among 711 top division
clubs showed that 55% (383) are incorporated companies
including stock exchange listed clubs (4%) and sporting specific
incorporated companies (13%). Not for profit associations
represents 45% of all top division clubs and this include as well
state or municipal funded entities (3%). It is worth noting that
among the 655 clubs that applied for a licence in the 2007/08
season, 26% (173) are organized as part of larger groups
(managing sometimes as well non-football activities) and 15%
(101) of the clubs delegated the management of the first team
competing in the top division to a separate incorporated
company (either because imposed by the national law or for
commercial purposes) while the management of the youth
football continues to be a priority of the club (organized as an
association). The company may be linked to the licensor via
direct membership (34%) or indirectly via the association with
whom they have a contractual relationship.

7

nsor

The European map illustrates which legal forms prevail in each
member association. It must be noted that most of the time it
is not the only legal form used by clubs, so that it is possible
that in the same territory clubs are listed at the stock
exchange and are as well owned by municipal authorities (e.g.
KAZ). It follows that clubs are organized as associations in 38
licensors (the most common legal form in 23), as incorporated
companies (excluding specific sporting form or listed at the
stock exchange) in 31 licensors (the most common legal form
in 23) and finally as sporting incorporated companies in 8
licensors (the most common legal form in 7).
In total 28 clubs competing in the top division of 11 national
associations are listed at the stock exchange (including
secondary markets, e.g. Ofex).
The number of clubs funded by the State or by the local
municipalities amounts to 20 spread over 7 national
associations mainly based in the eastern part of Europe.

Prevalence of clubs organized as incorporated companies
Prevalence of clubs organized as sporting incorporated companies
Prevalence of clubs organized as association / not for profit
Clubs listed at the Stock exchange
Clubs funded by State or municipal authorities
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The role of UEFA
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The bodies through which UEFA acts with regard to the
club licensing system are:
• the Executive Committee for the approval of the
UEFA regulations, the exception policy and the
delegation requests, and any other matter which
is not governed by the regulations;
• the UEFA General Secretary or Deputy General
Secretary12 for the approval of the exception
requests, the execution of the spot-checks,
the accreditation of the national club licensing
regulations and the extraordinary application
procedure to enter UEFA club competitions.
They are supported in their tasks by the UEFA
club licensing unit;
• the UEFA club licensing unit, to manage the
system on an operational basis;
• the Club Licensing Committee13, to support the
UEFA Executive Committee in all matters
regarding club licensing;
• the Organs for the Administration of Justice for
the penalisation of breaches of duties relating to
the UEFA Club Licensing Manual.
12
13

Former UEFA CEO and UEFA Deputy CEO
Former UEFA Club Licensing Panel
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Project leader
UEFA’s role is, first of all, to define the licensing
regulations, and lead their implementation across all
member associations. A good understanding of the
licensor environment is therefore essential for the
appropriate development of the system. This is why
UEFA’s approach has always been to pursue dialogue
with the member associations, leagues (European
Professional Football Leagues) and clubs (European Club
Forum), while drawing up and drafting the new rules.
Invaluable feedback was collected, analysed, discussed
and, if considered appropriate, integrated in the
regulations. For example, for the development of Manual
V2.0, UEFA organised, between May 2004 and August
2005, 13 workshops with the financial and legal working
groups to discuss technical items related to the licensing
criteria, and also met 17 times with various committees
and panels to obtain feedback on the proposed solutions.
In addition, during the development of the Manual
various meetings with other bodies such as the London
Stock Exchange were held to obtain feedback on the
proposed solutions.

This consultation process was certainly time-consuming
and required, particularly in the initial developing phase,
more time than foreseen, but has been essential to draw
up a robust set of minimum rules applicable in all member
associations. Initial scepticism has been gradually
replaced by overall acceptance and, as the recent
implementation on national level has shown, by overall
recognition and appreciation of the direct and indirect
benefits generated by the licensing system.
UEFA has furthermore provided support to FIFA in
the elaboration of the FIFA Club Licensing Manual to
be implemented in all confederations within the next
five years.

always been to pursue dialogue with the member
nd clubs, while drawing up and drafting the new rules.”
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The whole project was entirely financed by UEFA, which
also provides financial assistance to the member
associations to cover the administrative costs related to
the implementation and running of the licensing system.
These are part of the annual HatTrick solidarity payments
made to benefit European football as a whole. As from
season 2005/06, the payments are linked to certain
criteria (e.g. number of assessed clubs), to provide an
incentive for the adoption of the licensing scheme for at
least all clubs belonging to the top division. In total, CHF
70 millions will be paid to member associations for the
implementation and running of the licensing system as at
the end of the 2007/08 season.

Did you know?
UEFA regularly meets the licensors. In total, the UEFA club
licensing unit held 119 bilateral meetings, mainly focusing
on the accreditation of national regulations, presentation
of the regulations to the clubs and site visits, with major
focus settling on the implementation of the Manual and
the Standard. Furthermore, UEFA regularly organizes
major events involving all licensors. These workshops are
also organised in cooperation with external consultants
(British Standard Institution, Société Générale de
Surveillance, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte), and aim
to provide the most experienced skills and advice. In the
period between 2001 and 2006, UEFA organised seven
major workshops to provide licensing managers and
decision-making bodies from the licensors with
explanations about the content of the Manual and of the
Standard. In total, more than 1,000 participants attended
those major events.

“In total 70Mio. Swiss Francs will be paid to member associations
for the implementation and running of the licensing system as at
the end of the 2007/08 season.”
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Accreditation process

The accreditation process
60

The member associations finalise the wording of the
national club licensing regulations and send them,
translated in one of the UEFA official languages, to UEFA
for approval. UEFA then approves the regulations through
what is known as the “accreditation process”.
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Through this process, UEFA ensures that the national club
licensing regulation contains the minimum mandatory
criteria and process steps defined in the UEFA Club
Licensing Manual.

53

52
50

40

30
24

This process finally guarantees that in each single
member association the UEFA “must” criteria and the
“must” process steps are implemented accordingly at
national level. The member associations are responsible
for ensuring compliance with the national law and provide
a written confirmation to UEFA. In addition, written third
party confirmation is requested and provided by each
licensor, to ensure that national auditing standards are
equivalent to international auditing standards.
The member associations are free to amend their club
licensing regulation at any time. However, for the new
regulation to come into force, this must first be accredited
by UEFA.

20

10

0

18
10

2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09
Number of accredited national licensing regulations

The number of accreditations presents a peak in
conjunction with the introduction of the new rules.
During the periods 2005/06 and 2006/07, the
increasing number of accreditations shows the
dynamic nature of the system, and the fact that
licensors were improving their national regulations
on the basis of their past experiences. Only a few
national licensing regulations were amended for the
2007/08 season, given the approaching introduction
in 2008/09 of the new set of criteria contained in the
Manual V2.0. The accreditation process has afforded
UEFA considerable insight into football across the
53 member associations, in areas such as the
underlying existing legal and regulatory structures,
the form of clubs and other national specificities.
This sort of experience from hands-on practice is
deemed invaluable by the UEFA administration.

CLUB LICENSING 2004-2008
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Exception requests per criteria type 2008/09 season

The exception process
30

80

Under specific circumstances (e.g. non-applicability of a
certain criterion within the member association due to
compulsory national law; decrease of a criterion quantity
under the minimum set by UEFA; extension of the
introduction period for the implementation of a specific
criterion), the licensor may request the non-applicability
of aspects of a particular criterion to UEFA. It is worth
underlining, however, that no carte blanche exemption
from a criterion has been given in Manual V2.0.
Exceptions are generally valid for one season. Exceptions
granted to a member association will then apply to all
clubs which play within the member association, and
which qualify for a UEFA club competition.

25
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16
17

15

10

9

12
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For participation in the 2008/09 season, most of
the exception requests in the sporting (9) and
financial (15) area were granted to a group of
member associations including AND, CYP, FRO,
LIE, LUX, MLT, NIR, SMR and WAL.
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“Spot-checks”
Spot-checks are directly performed by the UEFA
administration according to a random selection of the
licensors. UEFA reserves, at any time, the right to conduct
spot-checks with the licensors and, in the presence of the
latter, with the applicant club. In practical terms, UEFA
performs an audit of the clubs’ files that have been
subject to the system, and reviews the documentation
related to all five categories of criteria of the licensing
system
(sporting,
infrastructure,
personnel
&
administrative, legal and financial criteria), as well as the
relevant licensing decisions, to get the necessary comfort
that the licensor operated in accordance with the rules
defined in the club licensing manual, and to ensure that
the license was correctly awarded.

The non-observance of the minimum mandatory
requirements as defined in the national club licensing
regulation accredited by UEFA may result in sanctions
against the club concerned and/or licensor as defined by
the UEFA disciplinary bodies, and according to the nature
and the gravity of the violations. These include the
disqualification of the club from the current competition,
or a ban from future competitions for which it qualifies.

UEFA performed a total of 20 spot-checks focusing on the
seasons 2004/05, 2005/06 and 2006/07. The spot-checks
were carried out over the whole season, and do not
necessarily have to be terminated before the new season
starts. In total, 65 clubs were checked for compliance with
the club licensing criteria. UEFA is assisted in its task by
external advisors who are specialised in the financial and
legal domain of the concerned territory.

AZE, BIH, ESP, FIN, FRA, MKD, GRE, ITA, LIE, MLT, NED,
NOR, POL, POR, RUS, SCO and SRB.

Did you know?
The member associations that were subject to
spot-checks in the first three licensing seasons were:

In 2007 three licensors (AZE, FIN and MLT) were referred
to the UEFA Organs for the Administration of Justice for
investigation. In July 2007, on the basis of the disciplinary
inspector’s report, the UEFA Control & Disciplinary
Body decided to issue fines and warnings to the
concerned licensors.
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“An independent certification company performs an annual
assessment in each and every one of the 53 licensors.
A total of 6,572 audit checks, i.e. an average of 124 checks,
are performed for each licensor every year.”
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Licensors with zero non-conformities
Minor non-conformities
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The number of non-conformities reported by SGS
decreased by 60%, from 209 in 2004 to 80 in 2006.
In 2006, the number of non-conformities was
concentrated on a smaller number of licensors.
This led SGS to refuse, for the first time, the SGS
certificate to four licensors (ALB, DEN, HUN and
ROU), and to financial consequences for the
associations concerned.
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Site visits are performed by the UEFA administration, and
are aimed at providing licensors with assistance and
support. These visits are organised in accordance with a
risk approach, taking into account ten factors, such as the
rotation of key licensing staff and participation in the
benchmarking data surveys. In practical terms, UEFA
identifies the licensors requiring support, and organises
the necessary steps and action plans in cooperation with
the association concerned. It is important to note that
following a site visit, no disciplinary action may be taken
towards a licensor. The licensor will be given the
opportunity and the time to implement the necessary
improvement work.
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The number of licenses refused has been fairly stable over
the period in question. It is important to point out the fact
that the consequences of a licence refusal may be
different from one association to the other, in particular
depending on whether or not the association has a
licensing system for entering the national competitions.
When this is the case, a clear distinction between UEFA
and national licences or competitions must be made.
With regard to UEFA competitions, a licence refusal will
always result in the non-admission of the club to the
competition for which it has qualified on sporting merit. In
such circumstances, the vacant place may be filled in by
the club following in the national ranking list (runner-up in
the case of national cup(s), as the next club in the fair play
national ranking list in the case of the fair play
competition), provided that it has a licence.
The following charts provide an overview of the number of
licenses granted and refused over the last four seasons,
as well as as on the number of clubs not admitted to
UEFA club competitions.

Did you know?
The decision to implement the system as a condition for
also entering the national competitions has given the
licensors additional tools to monitor and ensure the
respecting of the licensing criteria not only before the start,
but also through the whole competition. The palette of
sanctions at the disposal of the licensor at national level is
therefore larger, and typically includes bans on player
transfers and the deduction of points in the national
championship. In addition, the refusal to grant a licence
may lead to various consequences: from the deduction of
points in the following championship to relegation to the
immediate lower division, or even to the relegation of the
club to the amateur league. This was the case, for
example, in Hungary and Romania [2006/07 season] or
the Republic of Ireland [2007/08 season] where highprofile clubs - Ferencvaros TC, AFC Sportul Studentesc
and Shelbourne FC respectively - were relegated to the
second division.The catalogue of sanctions determined
by each licensor highly depends to a considerable extent
on the objectives and priorities it wants to achieve.

“90% of all clubs playing in the 52 national top-divisions
underwent the licensing system in the 2007/08 season.”
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The number of clubs not admitted to the UEFA club
competitions has decreased over the last few seasons
(reflecting the decrease in the number of licenses refused)
– the peak being in season 2004/05 and 2005/06 (15 and
11 clubs respectively). In total 35 clubs were unable to
take part in UEFA club competitions due to licence
refusals from 18 licensors. In the 2004/05 season, five
clubs belonging to the member associations of KAZ and
SVN were prevented from entering the UEFA Champions
League and UEFA Cup. It is perhaps worth noting that all
19 clubs belonging to the top-division in KAZ were
refused a licence, which meant that the association could
not field any team in the UEFA competitions that season.
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In the 2005/06 season,15 clubs in KAZ and 13 clubs in
BIH were refused, or did not apply for a licence. Among
these two clubs in each association were prevented from
entering the two major UEFA competitions. As a
consequence, both member associations lost two
UEFA places that season.

ion clubs applied for
itions – from 584
5 clubs (i.e. an
eason. Such a
hat an increasing
have made the
top-division clubs.

3

In the 2006/07 season, two clubs, FK Vozdovac (SRB)
and Professional FC Astana (KAZ), both of whom had
qualified for the UEFA Cup were prevented from entering
the competition. In the same season, FC PAOK Salonika
(GRE) was not admitted to the UEFA Cup following a
decision by UEFA, despite a licence being awarded by
the Hellenic association. The licence was in fact granted
only after the deadline set by UEFA on 31 May.
The Greek club appealed. The decision by UEFA was
finally confirmed by the Court of Arbitration for Sport in
Lausanne (CAS 2006/A/1110). No member association
missed any UEFA place that season.
Finally, in the 2007/08 season, only FC Shellbourne (IRL),
winner the Eircom League was prevented from entering
the UEFA Champions League. As the licence in IRL is
also a condition for playing in the top-division, the club
was relegated to a lower division.
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Improving transparency
The European Parliament has endorsed the
recommendations contained in the Review, and has
specifically requested the European Commission to take
both its own Report and the findings of the Review into
account.The Report supports the UEFA club licensing
system, not only as a means to improve the financial
stability and sound management of clubs, but also as a
measure to help promote football as a whole across
Europe.

In particular, the benchmarking project, recently initiated
by UEFA with the support of a group of licensors17, aims
at encouraging the sharing of information and at
increasing visibility by providing licensors and clubs with
contextual information to use when interacting with
national stakeholders (e.g. leagues, clubs, players, media,
supporters, sponsors, government or municipal
authorities, etc.). This project will include the publication
of annual reports that will provide the first-ever wider
picture of European club football.

In this respect, UEFA believes that the Report and the
Review represent a further step in the right direction, and
are positive for European football.
Both studies presented various recommendations to
UEFA on how to improve and enforce the club licensing
system across Europe. In this respect, it is worth noting
that UEFA already started several initiatives to positively
respond to those recommendations. The publication of
this report on club licensing, together with the
implementation of the compliance concept (described
previously in this document), as well as the elaboration of
benchmarking procedures, clearly shows UEFA’s
approach to improving transparency and sharing best
practice methods.

“The club licensing system represents a quantum step forward
in terms of improving transparency and the overall running
of football clubs.”

16

The European Parliament is the only directly elected body of the
European Union and consists of 785 members across 27 EU
Member States. Altogether, this institution therefore represents
almost 500 million European citizens.
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Including AUT, CYP, GER, FRA, ITA, NED, SCO, SVN, SWE,
POR and RUS
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In this respect the future agenda is already very rich and
will include, in line with the recommendations of the
Review and the Report, the initiation of feasibility studies:
to improve the current licensing rules with a particular
focus on the clubs that play in major club competitions; to
improve existing rules on ownership and control of
football clubs aimed at ensuring the integrity of the club
competitions; to establish an independent body to
monitor overall compliance of the club licensing system
(such as a DNCG Européenne, inspired by the French
financial controlling body); to evaluate the opportunity of
introducing a “cost control mechanism” aimed at bringing
financial stability to football and improve competitive
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balance; to create a “transfer system” aimed at better
monitoring the transfer of players between UEFA’s
member associations and at better monitoring the related
financial flow and the activity of player’s agents.
UEFA will therefore continue to support through the
licensing system initiatives based on the principles of
good governance to further promote and improve the
standard of all aspects of football in Europe.

In UEFA - We care about football.
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53
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3

The number of licensors.

Number of licensors with state funded (owned) clubs.

The number of associations that now apply licensing
to at least all their top division clubs.

The required minimum number of youth teams
operated by/ affiliated to every licensed club.

The number of requirements to be fulfilled by the
licensors to receive the SGS certification.

The number of clubs that were granted a special
permission by UEFA in the period 2004-2008.

Number of clubs not admitted to UEFA club
competitions 2004-08 due to license refusals from
18 licensors.

The number of professional leagues (AUT; GER and
SUI) to whom the management of the licensing
system has been delegated by their national
association.

33

1

Number of minimum mandatory criteria to be fulfilled
by clubs to be granted a licence to enter UEFA club
competitions.

a UEFA
).

19

FA from

11

The number of licensing department (SCO) that have
received ISO 9001 certification.

Number of countries which have rolled out licensing
beyond the top-division.
Number of licensors with stock exchange listed clubs.

at CAS (Court of arbitration of Sport) which ruled in UEFA’s favour (1 case).

55) applied for a license for participation in the UEFA competitions 2007/08.

s who operate a licensing system for entering national competitions as well.

he proportion of the 101 clubs refused licenses who failed financial criteria.

% Countries that have used the appeals body for license decisions to date.

ntage of license applicant clubs that are associations/ not for profit entities.

cisions referred to appeals body/ court of arbitration in the 2007/08 season.
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IS NOT - Commonly voiced Misconceptions

mmon financial standards
have little teeth”

“The UEFA licence is refused when a club shows a deficit”
Although some licensors choose to include this requirement at national level,
this is not a system wide UEFA criterion.

n refused licenses including 13 clubs
ation.

‘Its unfair, why should only clubs undergo checks?”

nse guarantees entry into

Every licensing department is independently audited every year against
40 specific requirements.

of admission criteria set outine the

“Clubs cannot have overdue payables with its players,
tax authorities, social charge authorities and suppliers”

igned to create a level

UEFA club licensing does not deal with general creditors but only with
‘football creditors’ – these are particularly important as failure to settle can
have knock on effects across football clubs.

ing field.

mpete in its club competitions’

ational association or league) and not

has done

g qualifications

Provided a catalyst for improved infrastructure across Europe

of coaching diplomas issued in the
007).

onalism within licensors

Evidenced by 36% increase in number of approved stadiums
(454 as of July 2007).

Improved trust in clubs financial positions

l auditor (SGS) recommendations.

Stakeholders now know that club accounts are consistent & reliable
(stricter reporting and auditing requirements).

utes

ease between 1/2 and 3/4 in club to
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